3817 The Zits Code
Jeremy is not known for his organizational skills, but he is now determined to change.
Jeremy’s plan is to place notes around the house to remind him of tasks to be done and
of the proper ways to do them. Jeremy’s plan also includes encrypting the messages so
that his parents (who don’t understand anything!) do not nag him, but in a simple way
so that he can recover the original message easily.
Jeremy’s encryption scheme consists of two steps:
1. Enter the message, of M characters, which includes the spaces between words, into a spiral that
curls inwards in a clockwise direction, starting at the top-left corner of a square. The width and
height of the square enclosing the spiral are chosen to be equal to the square root of P , where P
is the smallest perfect square larger than or equal to M . If M is strictly less than P , then the
remaining locations in the square are filled with the character ‘$’.
2. Write the encrypted note by writing the characters one row at a time starting with the top row.
As an example, for the following message of 33 characters
abcd fgh jklmn pqrstu wxyz1 34567
Jeremy writes the following note:
abcd ftu wxgs67$yhr5$$z q43 1jp nmlk
based on entering his original message in a square of 6 rows and 6 columns as follows:
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Your task is to write a program to encrypt Jeremy’s messages with the hope that he will acquire
some organizational skills, in peace. In case you have forgotten, let me remind you that a number X
is a perfect square if there exists a positive integer K, such that K 2 equals X. For example, 16 is a
perfect square but 18 is not a perfect square.

Input
Input to this problem starts with an integer N that represents the number of messages, N > 0,
on a separate line followed by a sequence of N messages. Each message consists of M characters,
1000 ≥ M > 0, on a single line with no blank spaces at the end.

Output
For each message, the output consists of one line that contains the note with an encrypted message.
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Sample Input
5
Fold the clean laundry pile
make a decision about the may-be laundry pile
Make the dirty laundry pile invisible
012345678901234567890123456789012345
01234567890123456 890123456
012345

Sample Output
Fold tdry phn$$$ieu$$$l a$$$ecl nael
make a he maydty pi-e r$$lbctd$$eeiunual soba noi
Make thpile ie $$$$n y$$$$vdr$$$$iidelbisrnual yt
012345901236812347705458698769543210
012345901236812347 054586
69543210
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